To Revise and Extend Charge of the
Ad Hoc Committee to Compile Senate Rules, Practices, and Procedures
May 25, 2022

Be it resolved that that the charge of the ad hoc committee below be revised as follows and its term extended to the end May, 2023:

Charge:
1. To collect, organize, make easily accessible, and link to identifiable Senate actions,
   a) existing Senate rules (rules of order and standing rules), practices, and procedures for the operation of the assembly and its committees,
   b) existing rules pertaining to other actions requiring Senate consultation or approval,
   c) Hunter College academic policies as posted in the Hunter College Catalog.

2. The committee may also identify rules, procedures, and policies with unclear origin and bring them to the Senate's attention for possible action.

3. To design and recommend a plan for maintaining and further developing the above record and a plan for making this information accessible on the Senate website.

The committee will report to the Senate by the end of Fall 2022 on progress and on any relevant recommendations for Senate approval.

Membership:
Chair: Laura Keating (Chair, Senate)
Sarah Jeninsky (Secretary, Senate)
Lara Miranda (Senate Admin Executive Associate) Tony Doyle (Senate Parliamentarian)
Eckhard Kuhn-Osius (Former Chair Undergraduate Course of Study Committee)
Elke Nicolai (Chair, Charter Review)
Kevin Sachs (Chair, UARC)*

*through Summer 2022